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ABSTRACT 

The convex hull is a useful tool in 
describing the shape of objects in two- and 
three-dimensional images. Since digital images 
can often be efficiently represented in high 
resolution by hierarchical data structures, it 
is useful to compute convex hulls directly from 
these data structures. In general, there is no 
unique minimal convex digital pattern that 
contains a given digital object, and for 
certain applications in shape analysis, an 
approximate image convex hull within the 
accuracy of discretization is sufficient. The 
algorithm presented in this paper computes such 
convex hulls by taking advantage of the implied 
sorting in a quad tree or octree representation. 
It reduces the problem to. that of finding the 
convex and concave envelopes of the depth 
values of unobscured points along two OPPOSite 
directions. The digital convex hull is compu
ted by the intersection of the convex epigraph 
of the convex envelope and the convex hypograph 
of the concave envelope. Experimental results 
in the computation of convex hulls will be 
descrihed. 

RESUME 

L'enveloppe convexe est un outil utile 
pour decrire la forme des objets bi- et tri
dimensionnels. Etant donne que les images 
numeriques peuvent souvent et re representees de 
fa~on efficace en resolution elevee par des 
structures hierarchiques de donnees, il est 
utile de calculer les enveloppes convexes 
directement ~ partir de ces structures de 
donnees. En general, il y a plus d'un diagramme 
numerique convexe minimal qui contient un objet 
numerique donne et, pour certaines applications 
sur le plan de l'analyse des formes, une 
enveloppe convexe approximative dans les 
limites de la precision de discretisation est 
suffisante. L'algorithme presente dans le 
present document calcule ce type d'enveloppe 
convexe en profitant du triage implicite dans 
une tetraarborescence ou une octoarborescence. 
Le probleme se resume ~ trouver les enveloppes 
convexes et concaves des valeurs de profondeur 
des points non obscurcis le long de deux 
directions opposees. L'enveloppe convexe 
numerique est calculee par l'intersection de 
l'epigraphe convexe de l'enveloppe convexe et 
de l' hypographe convexe .de I' enveloppe concave. 
Une description sera faite des resultats 
experimentaux du calcul des enveloppes 
convexes. 
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1. IN'IIDDUcrION 

In the analysis and recognition of the 
shape of a solid, the oonvex hull is a useful 
cnmnutational tool. The oonvex hull of a solid 
provides not only an approximation of its three
d:i..rrensional (3D) shape, but also allows exact 
shape description in terns of the oonvex 
deficiency (which is the set difference between 
the oonvex hull and the solid). 

Solids in 3D images, such as those prexluced 
by oomputed tarography [SRIHARI 80] are 
usually represented as points in discrete 
snace. Present 3D oonvex hull algorithrrs 
ei ther oertain to points in oontinuous space· 
or have been adapted from oontinuous space 
alqori thms without taking advantage of· the 
discreteness of data. In this paper we prooose 
an aooroach to 3D oonvex hull carPutation that 
is based on a practical characterization of 
diqital oonvex hulls and that makes use of 
sorting usually present in image data 
structures . 

Al though oonvexi ty is a well-understood 
oonceot in classical analysis and geometry, 
there are many definitions of digital oonvexity. 
In Sections 2 and 3 we review oonvexi ty and 
existing oonvex hull algorithrrs for oontinuous 
and. discrete 3D spaces respectively. Section 
4 nresents the theoretical backqround of the 
algorithm. Imnlementation with tree data 
structures is discussed in Section 5. 

2. roNTINOOUS SPACE 

A set S of points in Euclidean space is 
convex if and only if the line segment joining 
every pair of its points oonsists entirely of 
mints of S. The oonvex hull of S, denoted 
ti(S), is the smallest oonve;{set oontaining S, 
i.e., H(S) is the intersection of all oonvex 
sets oontaining S. Several algorithms for 
obtaining H (S) from a set S of n points are 
knC1Nl1. In the 2D case, the time canplexity of 
determining H (S) is 0 (nlogn) for an arbitrary 
set of J.X>ints [SHAMJS 75] and 0 (n) for the 
lTer::ices of a polygon [SKLANSKY 72]. 
Algorithms for the 3D case are oonsidered in 
[APPEr, 76], [DIJKSTRA 76] and [PREPARATA 77]. 

The algorithm of [APPEL 76] CCIllPutes the 
convex hull of a polyhedron given a" set S of 
its n vertices. For each pair of wints of S, 
the line segment e joining them is determined. 
ay projecting S onto a plane perpendicular to 
e and testing if the projection of e is 
enclosed within the 2D oonvex hull of the 
remaining (n-2) projected ooints of S, it is 
determined whether or not e should be included 

in a list of edges of H (S) . Elements of the 
list are examined for loops which are then 
assembled into J.X>lygonal faces. Since there 
are n (n-1 ) /2 possible line segments e and the 
test for containment in a 2D convex hull is 

o (nlogn) , the algorithm COf'lr:Jlexity is o(n\ogn). 

The 3D oonvex hull algorithm of 
[DIJKSTRA 76] pertains to a set of points such 
that no four points lie on a plane. H(S) is 
initialized to the two oriented tria'1cmlar 
faces definedby three arbitrary points in S. 
For each additional wint P, a face in the 
current H(S) is either a light face or a dark 
face depending on whether imaginary light rays 
emanating from p illuminates the face from 
outside or inside of H(S). If every face in 
the current H(S) is dark with respect to p 
then p lies in the current H (S). If not, 
certain faces (i. e., their edges) are deleted 
fran H(S) and certain others are included in 
H (S), as determined by the boundary between 
the set union of light faces (the light cap) 
and the set union of dark faces (the dark 
cap) -which forms a closed circuit. Paces in 
the light cap are reroved fron H (S), and new 
faces connecting p to edges on the boundary 
are added to H (S). Since for each point in S, 
at rrost 0 (n) number of edges need to be 
examined, the complexity of the algoritlun is 

0(n2) • 

An algorithm based on "divide-and-oorx:tUer" 
can reduce the complexity of 3D convex hull 
computation to 0 (nlogn) [PREPARATA 77]. First 
we sort S into a list according to a coordinate 
and partition the list into two nearly equal 
subsets. The convex hulls A and B of the 
subsets are recursivelY a:::mputed. The sorting 
guarantees nonoverlapping A and B, which can 
then be merged in linear tirre--by constructing 
a cylindrical triangulation T which is 
tangential to A and B along two circuits and 
by rerroving p::>rtions of A and B that are 
obscured by T. 

3. DISCRETE SPACE 

3.1 Digitization 

A method of sampling a 3D volume is to 
use an array of points, called digital wints, 
whose coordinates are integers. With each 
digital point v:: (V1,V2,V3) of this lattice, 
we associate the set of paints (x1,x2,x3) of 
continuous space satisfying xi-1/2<Vi"'xi + 1/2 
and refer to the resulting volume element as 
voxel V (analogous to pixel for a 2D picture 
element) . 
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If Q is a set of p:>ints representing an 
obj ect in continuous space then we say that a 
set of voxels S is thedirital inage of Q, 

denoted S = I (Q), if S = {V V is a Voxer' and 
VnQ:;o! cp}. 

.7.1_ set of voxels S is referred to as a 
digital region. If the voxels of S are 
connected (see [SRIHARI 80] for 3D digital 
connectivity) then S is said to be a digital 
solid. 

3.2 Digital Convexity 

A number of different definitions of 
digital convexity are given in the literature. 

3.2.1 Cbnvex Preimage 

A digital region S is convex if there 
exists at least one convex object Q such that 
S=1 (Q) • This intuitively apT)ealing defini
tion does not lead to a finite procedure for 
testing convexity. 
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3.2.2 Midpoint Cbnvexity 

A digital region S is convex if whenever 
voxels X, YES, at least one of the midfOint 
cover voxels is in S. A midpoint oover of 
X and Y is the smallest set of midpoiiit voxels 
such that for every segment between a fOmt of 
X and a lX'int of Y there is a midpoint voxel 
included. Z is a midpointvoxel of X and Y if 
arrl only if Z contains the midfOint of a seg
ment between a fOint in X and a point in Y 
[HOOFS 70]. 

3.2.3 Cbnvex Solid 

A digital region S can be reqularized by 
hal f-cell ex;JarlSion and the conveXity of S . 
determined by the convexity of its half-cell 
expansion E(S) [SKLANSKY 72]. E(S)1S~ 
discrete llnage of S in a new lattice obtained 
by displacing the current lattice by half cell 
in the three directions. 

The half-cell expansion can be used to 
define a digital convex solid [KIM 80]. A 
digital solid S is convex if it is simple 
and them is a convex solid Q such that 
I (Q)=E(S). A simple solid S is a finite 
6-connected set of voxels having no oair of 
voxels X, YES such that the line'segrnEmt 
joining the centers of X and Y is parallel to 
an axis and lies outside the voxels of S. The 
simple solid requirerrent is introduced to 
eliminate edge effects due to single voxel 
gaps and ensure simple connectedness. 

It can be shown that this definition of 
convexity leads to a finite procedure for 
testing convexity--one that utilizes concepts 
of senidigi tal r:.oints and nearness of points. 
A point X = (xl,x2,x3) is said to be a 
senidigital lX'int if at least one of the xi 
is an integer, and two mints X and Y are said 
to near each other if rnax {I xi -Vi I } < 1 . A 

--- i 
simple digital solid S is digital convex if 
and only if the Euclidean convex hull of the 
digital lX'ints of S, H(S), is such that every 
sernidigital mint on the faces of H(S) is near 
a digital point of S [KIM 80]. Thus a 
procedure to test the convexity of a digital 
region S is to first test for simplicity of S, 
then canpute H (S) fram the digital points of 
S and finally test for nearness of the semi
digital points on H (S) to the digital points 
of S. 

3.3 Digital Cbnvex Hull 

In terms of the last characterization of 
digital convexity, the digital convex hull 
B(S) of a digital region S is the smallest 
(in tenns of set inclusion) s.imrJle digital 
solid that contains S and each point of H (S) 
is near a POint of B(S). Let K(S) be the set 
of all digital fOints in H (S) • The follCMing 
result is shown in [YAU 81a]: if S is 
6-00nnected then B(S)=K(S). An example of 
S, H(S) arrl B(S) is sha~ in Fig. 1. 

~ig. 1. A digital solid (a), the Euclidean 
convex hull of its digital points (b) and 
its digital convex hull (c). 
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4. THEORETICAL BACKr:IDUND 

In this section we will derronstrate that 
the problan of cannutinq H (S) of a digital 
solid S is equivalent to 

(i)· detennining two functions of two 
variables callErl the ceiling and floor 
functions (which give the maximum and 
minimum extent of S along Q"J:JIJC>si te 
directions) , 

(ii) detennining the concave and convex 
envelooes· of the ceiling and floor 
functions respectively, and 

(iii) detennining the digital POints in the 
set intersection of the convex epigraph. 
and concave hypograph of the reSoeCti Ve 
envelones. 

4. 1 Ceiling and :Ploor 

Let S be a finite, 6-connected 3D digital 
solid. Let S' = {(x1 ,x2) I (xl ,x2,x3) ES}. We 
def ine the floor and ceiling of S to be the 
functions defmed on danam s' as 

a (x1,x2) =rnin{zl (xl,x2,z)ES} and 
s 

Bs (x1 ,x2) = max{z I (x1 ,x2,z) ES} respectively. 

4. 2 Convex Set 

If S = {Si} is a set of p:>ints in 

d-dimensional Euclidean snace JRd then it is 
known that [~1ANr,ASARIAN 69] H(S) = {xix = 
Dn.Si where Em. = 1 and m. ~O}. Each wint of 
. 1 . 1 1 .. 

1 1 
of H (S) is said to be a conVex c:x:mbination of 
the .ooints of S. If S =H(S) then S is a 
convex set. 

4.3 Convex and Concave )<'unctions 

Let f (X), X = (x1,x2) be a real-valuErl 
fW1ction of two variables definErl on a danain 

DEJR 2. The graph of f is definErl as the set 
G(f) = {[X,f(xYT1XED}. 

If D is a convex set then f is said to be 
a:mvex if and only if for X,YEO, OSl!:s;1, 
(1-m)f(X) +mf(Y) ~f((l;"'m)X-+mY). If f is 
convex then the straight line segmentioining 
points [X,f(S)] and [Y,f(Y)] lies above·GCf) 
between X and Y. --

If D is a convex set then f is said to be 
concave if and only if for X,YED, Osms1, 
(1-m)f(X) +mf(Y) sf((l-m)X+mY). If f is 
concave then the straight line segrrent joining 

ooints [X,f(X)] and [Y,f(Y)] is below G(f) 
between X and Y. 

Thus if f is convex then -f is concave 
and vice versa. 

4.4 Convex and Concave Envelopes 

Let H (D) denote the Euclidean convex hull 
of D, the domain of f. The convex enveloPe 
r of f is definErl by the graph -

G(r)= {[X,e]IXEH(D), e=minO:m.f(Xi)IEm.=1, 
. 1 . 1 
1 1 

m.~O and X=~m.Xi, XiED}}. 
1 1 1 

The concave envelope t+ of f is given by the 
graph G(f+) which is defined similar to 

r, (r) with max in place of min. 

4.5 Epigraph and Hypograph 

The epigraph and hvoograph of f are 

defined to be c+ (f) = {[X,e] I XED, f (X) Se and 

eEJR} and rT"(f) = {[X,e] IXcD, f(X)::e and 
eEJR} respectively. Thus the epigraph and 
hypograph of f are the two infinite regions 
above and below the graph G(f) . 

It is shown in [MANGASARIAN 69] that if 
f is def inErl on a convex set D, then f is 

convex i.f= and only if G+ (f) is a convex set 
and f is concave if and only if (T(f) is a 
convex set . 

Theoranl: c7 (a-) n (j (6+) = H (S) . 
s s 

It immediately follrn~ that the digital 
convex hull of S is given by the digital 

wints comrron to r;+ (a-) and r, (13+) . 
s s 

The following algorithm for comouting H(S) 
of a 6-connected digital solid can now be 
statOO. 

Algorithm Digital Convex Hull 

Step 1 Determine the ceiling and floor 
functions a and 6 from S. s s 

Steo 2 APnly Algorithm Convex Envelope to 

a to find a- . 
s s 

Step 3 Apply Algorithm Convex Envelope to 

-13 to firrl S-+:. s s 
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s 
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. 1 . 1 1 .. 

1 1 
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. 1 . 1 
1 1 
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1 1 1 
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The following algorithm for comouting H(S) 
of a 6-connected digital solid can now be 
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a to find a- . 
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Steo 4 Detennine the digital JX)ints in the 

intersection of c;+- (a;) and (j (8~) • 

4. 6 COmouting the Convex Envelone 

Since the convex combination is a linear 
corrbination, G(a-) is a piecewise linear con-s -
vex surface. It has the property that for 
each of its points v, there exists at least 
one ~lane P which contains v such that 
all of G (a;) is contained in one closed 

half-space produced by P. P is called a 
supporting plane of G(as) at v. 

The intersection of any supporting 
plane with G (a-) contains at least one extreme - s 
point of G(a;>. A point v in G(a~) is said to 

be an extreme POint of G(o.-) if there do not '-- s 
, t two diff ,1 2, exlS erent POlnts v , v 111 G(a-) 

1 . 2 s 
such that v = mv + ( l-m) v , O<rn< 1. It follCMS 
from the definition of a- that all the 

s 
extrane POints of G(a-) are points in G(a ). s -- s 

The line joining two distinct extreme 
points of G(a~) is called an edge of G(a;) if 
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it is the intersection of G(cx-t with a suorort-s --
ing plane. 

The triangular face defined by three 
distinct ext.rerre POints of G (a-) is called a 

-: S 

face of r,(a-) if it is t.he intersection of 
---- s 
of G(a;) with a SUJ?POrting plane. We 

shall assume all faces are oriented and use 
the convention that if a polygonal face is 

d f ' ed b ' m wh 1 m ' eln yv ••. v, erev, •.. ,varelts 
vertices, then an observer is on the outside 

of the face if v 
1 

, ••. , vrn appear in counter
clockwise order. OtheIWise the observer is 
on the inside of the face. The inside of a 
face of G(a-) is the side on which G(a-) lies. s s 
I'Ve shall define the normal Il (Il) = (Ill (!') , 
112 (p), 113 (p» of a face 9 to be the outward 

normal and the angle 1jJ (p,g) between two faces 
p and q to be the angle between Il (p) and Il (q) • 

...... "Let 123 be J.aeorem <.: p=v v v a face of G (a-) . 
s - 3 2 

Then g=v v v' 

if ljJ(p,q) = 
is a face of G(a-) if and only 

3 2 s 3 2 max {lj!(p,v v v) 11l3 (v v v)<O}. 
VEG(o. ) 

s 

The proof follCMS from the observation 
that g is a face of G(o.-) <=> the olane s . 
containing g is a supporting ;:>lane <=> 

there does not exist v" E G (0. ) such that v 1 
s 

and v" lie on opposite sides of q. 

Theoran 2 suggests a procedure for deter
mining the faces of G(a~), given a set of 

starting faces. Usually it is expensive to 
oorcpute the angle between two faces; we would 
like to reduce, as much as possible, the 
number of times this operation is perfonned. 
'!his is done by first preprocessing the 
prints in G(a ) to renove frem further con-

s 
sideration points that are not extrE!11e points 
on two mutually orthogonal planes and secondly 
adoptin::j' an p.fficient search strategy for the 

f 321 f (), 123, ace q=v v v 0 G 0.- , glven lFV v V lS a 
s 

face of G(a-). 
s 

4.6. 1 Preprocessing 

1 Is'l 1 Is'l Let x < ..• <x 1 , y < ... <y 2 be the 

elements in S, = {xl I (xl ,x2) ES' for some x2}, 

Si = {x21 (xl ,x2) ES' for sorre x, } respectively. 

Let a
Sl 

(xi), 0S2 (yi) be, the induc~ floor 

ftmctions of as on S, (Xl) = {x21 (xl ,x2) ES' }, 

S2(yi) = {xli (Xl,/)ES'} respectively, 

i = 1 , •.. 1 s,l, j = 1 , .•• , Is il. If we order 

the points in G(a (i» or G(a (i» by 
sl x s2 y 

their first o:x>rdinates, we can regard than 
as the ordered vertices in a \..,reakly externally 
visible polygon [roUSSAINT 801 and awly the 
linear convex hull algorithm in [SKLANSKY 721 
to find the extreme points in their convex 
envelopes. Since ext.reIre points in G(a;) are 

necessarily extreme points in both G(a- ( i) > s, x 

Since the constnlction of the convex and G(a- ( i» for sane i E { ', ••• , Is,' i}' s2 y 
envelope a- is equivalent to determining all - s 
the faces of G (a;), we would like to derive a j E {1, .•. , I Si I } , we a)?ply the above pro-

criterion for the next face, assuming that we cedure to generate fran S' t.he reduced set 
can alwavs determine at least one face of G(a-). A over which the convex envelope is to be 

. s corrputed. 
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4.6.2 5earch 5trategy 

. f 1 2 3 () Glven a ace p=v v v on G cx- , our 
~ s 

strategy is to use divide-and-conquer to find 
321 

q =v v v , a face of G(er) that stands on the - s 
--" 3 2 .. 1· be th tuge v v Inltla lze 51 to e square 
that cx:mtains A. Either its contents are 
simple enough to process with sane decision 
proc2dure or we recursi vel y subdivide 51 into 

·ts f quadr ts Let 1 2 3be th . 1 our _ an. u u u e proJec-

t · f 1 2 3 5 . ·al· 0 10n 0 v v v on 1 . Inlti lze w to . Let 

01 (z) = min {ljJ(p,r) Ir=v3v2 (xl,x2,z)}, 
(xl,x2) 51 

02(z) = max {ljJ(p,r) Ir=v3v2 (xl,x2,z)}. 
_ (x1,x2)E51 

where z=max{x31(x1,x2,x3) EG(et), (x1,x2)E5,1 
51 is simple enough if one of s the foll~ 
ing conditions hold: 

1. 51 lies on the same side of U "3,l as u 1, in 

which Case f13 (r) <:0, 0 is not in 51. 

2. 51 n .T\=~ or 02(z) <'tl, q is not in 51 

3. There is only one POint v" proje.cttG. onto St· 

In case of condition (3), v" is returnErl 
as a candidate for an extreme point. Arrong 
the values returnErl fram the suJ:x:ruadrants of 
51' the one that gives rise to the largest 

value of ljJ (p, v3v2v") is usErl to fOIlll o. 

In case of 51 not sirnole, w is urXiatErl to 

be the largest 01 (z) cc.mputed over t...'1e four 

quadrants of 51. The cc.mputation of 01 (z) 

and ° 2 (z) is made simple bv noticing that the 

extrema alwavs occur at two different corners 
of the scruare 51. 

We shall discuss in the next section the 
irmlerrentation details of obtaining the set of 
starting faces and the data structure for the 
various parts of the algoritlml. 

5. D"PLEMENTATIOO WITH HIERA~CAL DATA 
5TRUCI'URES 

The enornous arrount of data in 3D digital 
images calls for efficient data and control 
structures for imaqe analysis. Frequently 
serial section (or slice-by-slice) processing 

is employed to alleviate oroblems of storaqe 
and thraShing between main and secondary -
rrerroty. The hierarchical quadtree data 
structure is useful for compactly representing 
slice data, and its generalization }mONn as 
the octree representation ([JACKIN5 80], 
[5RIHAHa 80]) is suitable for graphics display 
and search ooerations. The octree is based 
on recursively subdividing a cubical volume 
into octants until each octant has unifoIlll 
properties, e.g., every voxel of the octant 
is full (or has value 1). In this section 
we discuss an irnnlementation of the digital 
convex hull algoritlml for a digital solid 
that is renresented in such a data structure. 

reneration of Floor and Ceiling 

Let T(5) be the octree representation of 
a 6-connected digital solid 5. The quadtrees 
T(G(ets » and T(G(Ss» reoresenting the floor 

and ceiling of 5 can be OO!l1Duted bv recur
sively visiting ti1e 0, ... ,7 subtrees in 
order, associating the (2i)-th and (2i+1)-th 
sons at a given level of T(5) to the i-th son 
at the same level of T(G(cx » and T(G(S », s s 
for i = 0, 1 ,2,3. The values of octree leaves 
are written onto the corresponding quadtree 
leaves in the follCMing manner: The value 
of a leaf in T(r,(et }} stayS the same, once it s --
has been assignErl a value, while the value of 
a leaf in T(G(S » is always overwritten by s -
the value of the current octree leave associ
ated with it. Values of nonterminal nodes in 
T(G(et » and T(G(S » are the minirrrum and s s 
maximum respectively of their son values. 

As an exarrtPle, consider the 6-connected 
digital solid S and its octree representation 
in r'igure 2 (a) and (c). G (et ) and its quadtree 

s 
representation T1 =T(G(CX

s
» are shown in 

Fiqure 3. Non-existing branches are indicated 
bv- dotted lines. We shall describe only the 
processing of T 1 to find the convex envelooe, 

since the ~utation of the concave envelope 
fran T2 = T (G (Ss» is similar. 

Preprocessing 

To construct the induced convex envelope 
et (i) and et (i), the binary subtrees of 

s1 x s2 Y 

T 1 are traversed in a manner similar to the 

reversed process of the construction of 
rruadtrees fron binary trees [YAU 81b]. The 
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order in which the binarv tree leaf nodes are 
visited oorresoonds to the sorted order of 
the vertices on a polygon. J<'irst .the extrale 
points of G (a- ( i» are determined for 

s1 x 

i = 1, ... , / s; /. Nodes that do not corres:cond 

to an extreme POint are r€!lOved and values of 
their ancestors are updated if necessary. 
Wig. 4 (a), (b». Secondl v, the extrate' mints 
of G (a; (i» are detenniilerl for j = 1, •• : , / S2/' 

2 
using only the nodes remaining on T 1 after the 

first reduction sten, reroving further nodes 
that do not oorrespond to an extrerTe POint in 
the current step (Pig. 4 (cl, (d». The 
proj ection A on S' of extrale points a::moon 
to the two steps are represented by the shadro 
squares in Fig. Sa. 

Determination of the Starting Faces 

The extreme points w 1, ••• ,wk of H (A) , 
sortro in oounterclockwise order, can be 
determinerl by aJ:)1')lying the procedure for 
o::::mouting a- ( i), describerl in Section 4.6, 

s1 x 

x3 

(a) 

oB: x1 
Ci 

1 2 (, 

2 
(b) 

(c) 

Fig. 2. (a) 6-oonnected digital solid S, 
(b) Octant indices, (c) Octree representation 
T(S) of (a). 

o 

0 1 .2. 3 
_--'--- I l~x1 

0 

2 tJ l :2 (a) 

Fig. 3. (a) G(a ), (b) quadrant indices, 
~ 

(c) initial T 1 = T (G (as) ) , ~lIldefined branches 

~re indicated by dotted lines ). 
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J<'ig. 4.(a) & (b) T1 after construction of 
first face, (c) & (d) T1 after construction 
of second face. 
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Fig. 2. (a) 6-oonnected digital solid S, 
(b) Octant indices, (c) Octree representation 
T(S) of (a). 
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first face, (c) & (d) T1 after construction 
of second face. 
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«2,3,2), (1,2,1», (1,-1,0) 
«1,2,1), (0,1,2», (1 ;-1 ,0) . 
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x«2,3,2), (1,2,1», (1,-1,0) 
x«1,2, 1), (0,3,0», (0,-1,-1) (c) 

"Pig. 5. (a) Boundary of H (A) arrl. initial 
entries on Q, (b) & (c) T1 in 2 steps of 
construction of convex envelooe 

(+: current top entry on Q, x: entry to be 
rerroved fram Q, * : extrene J:X)int for the 
construction of new face, +: entrv to be 
added to Q, Cl: marke:1 entry). 

to the floorarrl. ceiling of A, and suitably 
adjusting the sign of the ceiling. For each 

, i i+1 (dd" , --" I consecut1ve \-l and w a 1tlon 1S uuuU 0 

i i i 
k), we construct v= (w1 ,w2 ,w3 +, c) ~or sane 

'" Th 1+1 1 , POS1t1ve mteger c. en p = v v V 1S a 
starting face for the construction of the 
convex envelope. The nonnal to p can be 
expressed as an integer-valued order-triple, 
since its vertices are digital !X)ints 

, '+1 
(V

1
V

1 
, n (p» is added to a queue Q. The 

initial vatue of Q for the oarticular 
example we are considering is given in 
Fig. 5a. 

Olnstruction of Olnvex Envelope Faces 

The top entry (u
1u

2
, n (p» is rerroved fram 

Q arrl. the urnnarked nodes on T 1 are searched 

according to the decision rules described in 
Section 4.6 to return u 3 ' the extreme point 

on G(a-) that maximizes the angle lji (p,u 'u2u3). 
1 3 s 1 2 3 3 2 1 2 3-

(u u ,n(u u u » and (u u , n(u u u » are 
, 1 3 3 2 

entered onto Q 1f u u arrl. u u are not 
present in the first field of an existing 
elenent of Q. Otherwise the matching entries 
are raroved fram Q. The truncated value of 

q = u 1u2u3 at each digital point over the 
projection of q on 5' are entered as marked 
values on T 1 • Value of nonterminal nodes on 

T 1 are Updated so that the minimum is taken 

only over unmarked nodes. The process is 
reneated until Q is empty. 

T1 and Q at the two iterations of the 
process is illustrated in Figure 5 (b) and (c). 

Olnstruction of cOnvex §pigraph 

The.octree representation T (~(a-» is - s 
constructed by recursi vel y visiting T 1 

subtrees, creating at each i th son the 
corresponding (2i) and (2i+1) -th sons of the 
octree,· for i=O, 1 ,2,3. Values of the octree 
rode is set to full if its third coordinate in 
3D cartesian space is not smaller than the 
value of its cOrresponding T 1 node, and empty 
otherwise. The octree representation of the 
digital convex hull is obtained by canputing 
the intersection of the octrees of the 
corresponding epigraph and hyp Cl graph. This 
is done by traversing the two trees in parallel, 
setting a node to full only if it is full in 
both trees (Fig. 6). 
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Figure 6. a) Digital romleX hull H(S) , 
(b) Octree representation T(H(S)). 

6 • SUMMA...~ AND CONCLUSIONS 

Computation of the ronvex hull of a solid 
is useful in 3D analvsis. Several algorithms 
have been prooosed for wints in 3D rontinuous 
space. Methods for ~ting the digital 
ronvex hull fron data structures that are 
suited tohigh resolution 3D digital i.mages 
are needed. We have prooosed a new approach 
to 3D digital convex huli carro:mtation that 
appears to be sui table for data structures in 
tile fonn of serial sections or hierarchies. 

This work was sunported in part by the 
National Science FOundation Grant IST-80-10830 
and in Dart by SUNY/Buffalo BRSG funds. The 
authors wish to thank Ms. Gloria calato who 
prepared the manuscript. 
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